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(57) Abstract

A daia mdependent AGC control circuit (100) for idecom-
muntcation appIicarion$ i$ provided and includes an AGC ampli-

fier (1 12), a fixed gain amplifier (U 4), a capacitor (ISO), and first,

second, and third control circuits. The first control drcuii (120)
is coupled to the data output of the fi^Ecd gain amplifier (1 !4) and

to the capaciior (ISO), and increases the store charge on the ca-
paciior (150) when the data output exceeds a desired peak voltage

level. The second control circuit is similarly coupled to the data

output of (he fixed gain amplifier (114) and to the capacitor (150),

and decreases the Store didige on the capacitor (150) when the

data output exceeds a ilutshold voliflge (typically 1/2 the desired

peak voltage level). The third control circuit (143, 146, end 148)

is coupled 10 the second control circuit (130) and to the capacitor

(150), and decreases the store charge on the capacitor (150) after

die dam output falls below the threshold voltage for a piedeier-

mined length of time.
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DATA INDEPENDENT AUTOMATIC GAIN C03SITR0L CIRCUIT FOR

TELECOMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to automatic gain control (AGC)

circuits. More particularly, the present invention relates to low

jitter AGC circuits for telecoraraunication applications which are

anbodied in integrated circuits.

2. State of the Art

One of the requirements for telecommmication circuits is an

AGC circuit which restores the amplitude of pulses which have been

transmitted over a lossy medium such as a coaxial line, a twisted

pair, or an optical fiber line. The data transmitted over these

lines is usually of the form of an encoded bit stream which contains

a limited number of zeros to provide energy for clock extraction

from the input data spectrum-

A block diagram of a prior art AGC control loop with

differential inputs and outputs is seen in Fig. 1. The AGC circuit

10 includes two differential axrrplifiers 12, 14, a peak detector 15,

a current source 16, and a capacitor 18* The jEirst differential

amplifier 12 receives the differential input signal INP, INN, and

a3i5>lifies the signal according to a feedback control signal Vctrl.

The differential output of amplifier 12 is, fed to a fixed gain

differential amplifier 14 which further boosts the signal and

provides a differential output signal OUTP, OUTN. The differential

output signals are fed back to the peak detector 15 which compares

the level of the signals to a reference voltage and generates

correction pulses « The correction pulses generated by the peak

detector IS are then fed to the capacitor 18 which is coupled

between a ground voltage and the control input of the differential

airplifier 12, thereby closing the feedback loop. The capacitor 18

stores the charge, and the voltage on the capacitor built up due to

the stored charge effectively controls the amplification of
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axnplifier 12, In order to permit the AGC loop to respond to changes

in the input signal level, a discharge mechanism in the form of the

current source 16 is provided between the the plates of capacitor

18.

With the prior art AGC circuit 10 as shown in Figure 1, any

non-DC signals which appear at the capacitor output (i.e., Vctrl)

will amplitude modulate the output signals (OUTPr OUTN) , and will

cause jitter on the recovered data signal . Also, with the prior art

AGC circuit 10, the spectral content of the signal appearing on the

control voltage will be directly related to the nvimber of zeros in

the data stream. The waveform on the control voltage will appear as

a sawtooth wave with a period T defined approximately according to;

T s= (1 + # of zeros) R

where R is the data repetition rate. In other words, where the

input data signal includes many zeros, the charge on capacitor 18

will drain, and will force Vcrtl low- As a result, the gain of AGC

anplifier 12 will be substantially boosted, which will in turn

gradually build up charge on the capacitor 18 and bring the gain of

the signal back to desired levels. In the interim, however,

undesirably large swings in the voltage of the output signals OUTP

and OUTN will occur •

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the control

voltage is ideally a DC signal, since any AC signals which are

present will cause aitplitude modulation of the output signal. To

siir^lify integration of the charge storage element, the frequency of

the AC signals appearing on the control voltage should be as high as

possible relative to the data rate. However, with the prior art AGC

circuits, the minimum period of the AC signals will always be less

than the data rate since there will always .be zeros in the data,

stream. While it is possible to filter these pulses with an

additional low pass filter, the time constant of the filter (which

would typically require a large capacitor) would make integration of

the circuit difficult and/or expensive in terms of IC chip area.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide an AGC

. circuit where the gain control is independent of the nxmiber of zeros

occuring in the data stream input to the AGC.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a low jitter

AGC circuit for teleconnnunication signal applications.

It is another object of the invention to provide a low jitter

AGC circuit which is easily incorporated into an integrated circuit.

It is an additional object of the invention to provide an AGC

circuit where the gain control is effectively a DC signal.

In accord with the objects of the invention, a data independent

AGC control circuit for telecommunication applications is provided

and generally comprises an AGC aniplifier, a charge storage means,

and first, second, and third control circuits. The AGC amplifier

has at least one data input, at least one control input, and at

least one data output. The charge storage means, which is typically

a capacitcr, is coupled to the control input of the AGC anplifier.

and the charge on the capacitor effectively controls the gain of the

AGC aniplifier. The first control circuit is coupled to the data

output of the AGC and to the capacitor and increases the stored

charge on the capacitor when the data output exceeds a desired peak

voltage level. The second control circuit is similarly coupled

between the data output of the AGC and the capacitor, and decreases

the stored charge on the capacitor when the data output exceeds a

threshold voltage above ground, but below the desired peak voltage

level. Olie third control circuit is preferably coupled to the

second control circuit and to the capacitor, and decreases the

charge on the capacitor after the data output falls below the

threshold voltage for a predetermined length of time.

According to a preferred aspect of the invention, the AGC

circuit further includes a fixed gain ans>lifier which is coupled to
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the output of the AGC amplifier. The first control circuit includes

a first comparator, a first transistor which is coupled to the

capacitor, and a first current source coupled to the first

transistor. The inputs of the conparator of the first control

circuit are received from the data output of the fixed gain

amplifier and a voltage source set at the desired peak voltage

output of the circuit, and the first comparator turns on the first

transistor and increases the charge on the capacitor when the data

•output exceeds the desired peak voltage. The amount of charge added

to the capacitor depends on the length of time that the output

voltage exceeds the desired peak voltage. The second control

circuit also includes a (second) conparator, a (second) transistor

coupled to the capacitor, and a (second) current source coupled to

the second transistor, and further includes a one-shot circuit, -Phe

inputs of the- second ccanparator of the second control circuit are

received frcrai the data output of the fixed gain amplifier and a

voltage source preferably set at a threshold of one-half the desired

peak voltage output of the circuit. The output of the second

conparator is fed to the one-shot circuit which turns on the second

transistor for a predetermined length, of time and decreases the

charge on the capacitor when the data output exceeds the threshold

value. The amount of charge drained from the capacitor is fixed hy

the one-shot circuit and is preferably approximately equal to the

amount of charge added by the first control circuit when the output

voltage just exceeds the desired peak output voltage. In other

words, in equilibrium, the actual output voltage will dither very

closely around the desired output voltage, as the control signal to

the AGC anplifier will be almost constant. It should be appreciated

that with the provided first and second control circuits, missing

pulses will cause no change to the AGC control as neither the first

or second control circuit will be triggered.

•The third control circuit is essentially a reset circuit which

is triggered if the output voltage falls, for a predetermined length

of time, below the threshold which triggers the second control

circuit. The third control circuit preferably includes third and

fourth transistors, a second capacitor, and a third current source.

The second capacitor is coupled between the third current source and
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ground. The third transistor is coupled in parallel with the second

capacitor and is controlled by the output of the second comparator

of the second control circuit. In other words, when the comparator

of the second control circuit provides a positive output, the second

capacitor of the third control circuit is drained. However, if the

coioparator of the second control circuit does not provide a positive

output (indicating that the voltage of the output of the AGC circuit

is below 1/2 of the desired peak value) , the voltage on the second

capacitor increases. If the undesired condition remains beyond an

ordinary amount of time (i.e., the maximum length string of zeros

eacpected in the data stream) , the voltage on the second capacitor

will reach a value which turns on the fourth transistor. The fourth

transistor is coupled between the first capacitor and the second

current source, and when turned on effectively drains current off

the first capacitor; thereby causing the AGC anplifier to boost its

output

.

Additional objects snd advantages of the invention will become

apparent to those skilled in the art upon reference to the detailed

description taken in conjaxnction with the provided figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of prior art AGC control

circuit.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the data independent AGC

control circuit of the invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the preferred circuitry used to

implement the schematic diagram of Fig, 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFEHRED EMBODIMENT

•me preferred data independent AGC control circuit 100 of the

invention is seen in Fig. 2. The preferred circuit 100 essentially

includes two differential amplifiers 112, 114, two comparators 120,
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130, a one-shot 132, four MOSFET transistors 124, 134, 143, 144,

three current sources 126, 136, 146, and two capacitors 148, 150.

The feed-through circuit of the AGC control circuit 100 includes th

differential ait^lifiers 112 and 114. The feed-back circuit of the

AGC control circuit 100 includes three control circuits and the

capacitor 150. The first control circuit includes comparator 120,

transistor 124, and current source 126. The second control circuit

includes comparator 130, the one-shot 132, transistor 134, and

current source 136. The third control circuit includes transistors

143 and 144, current source 146, and capacitor 148.

As shGim, the AGC control circuit 100 is for differential input

data signals INP, INN, and provides output data signals OUTP, OUTN.

The differential input signals are received by the AGC differential

aitplifier 112 having differential controls ctrlp, ctrln which

control the gain of the ainplifier* As discussed hereinafter, the

' control ctrln is used as a feedback control for the circuit 100.

The AGC differential ainplifier 112 aitplifies the input signals and

preferably provides the amplified signals to a second, differential

ainplifier 114 which has a fixed gain. The output from the second

differential amplifier 114 is taken as the output data signals OUTP,

OUTN.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the differential

output data signals ODTP and OUTN are respectively used hy the first

and second control circuits. Thus, output signal OUTP is provided

to the positive input of conparator 120, while a desired peak output

voltage level is provided as a reference voltage to the negative

input of coitparator 120. When the voltage of data signal OUTP

exceeds the reference voltage (i.e., the data signal voltage level

is higher than desired) , comparator 120 is turned on. Since the

output of comparator 120 is coiopled to the gate of transistor 124,

when comparator 120 is turned on, transistor 124 is turned on. When

transistor 124 is on, it conducts current provided to the source of

transistor 124 by current source 126 to one plate of capacitor 150

which is coupled to the drain of transistor 124. This causes the

voltage at capacitor 150 to increase, thereby increasing the ctrln

control voltage to the AGC amplifier 112. VJben the ctrln control
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voltage increase., the gain of AGC a^^lifier 112 is reduced, as a

result, tlie feedback loop incorporating the first control cxrcu.t

IXI: the output data signal voltage level as desired. It will be

appreciated by those skilled in the art, that the =.ore that the data

signal OUTP exceeds the reference voltage, the longer comparator 120

will be on, and the quicker the voltage on capacitor 150 will ramp

up. Thus, the correction of the voltage level will occur quickly.

AS mentioned above, the OtJTN data signal is provided to the

second control circuit. In particular, the OUTN data signal is

provided to the positive input of comparator 130, while a threshold

voltage signal, preferably chosen to be half of the desired peak

output voltage (PkRef/2) is provided to the negative input of

corrparator 130. Thus, whenever the voltage of the data output

signal exceeds half of the desired peak voltage value, comparator

130 will turn on. Whenever comparator 130 turns on. one-shot

circuit 132 causes a short, pulse to be provided to the gate of

transistor 134. During the short pulse, tr^sistor 134 is turned

on. Due to the provision of the current source 136 at the drain of

transistor 136. when transistor 134 is on, current is drained from

capacitor 150 which is coupled to the source of transistor 134

through transistor 134 to ground. This causes the voltage at

capacitor 150 to decrease, thereby decreasing the ctrln control

voltage to the AGC amplifier 112. When the ctrln control voltage

decreases, the gain of AGC amplifier 112 is increased, as a result,

the feedback loop incorporating the second control circuit increases

the output data signal voltage level as desired. It will be

appreciated by those skilled in the art, that the length of time the

data signal OUTOT exceeds the threshold voltage PkRa£/2 does not

iirpact the rate at which current is drained off of the capacitor 150

due to the one-shot circuit 132. in fact, the length of time, the

one-shot provides a high output is preferably chosen so that the

amount of charge drained from the capacitor is preferably

approximately equal to the amount of charge added by the first

control circuit when the output voltage just exceeds the desired

peak output voltage. Thus, in equilibrium, capacitor 150 is

alternately charged and discharged based on the pulses from

comparators 120 and 130. If the amplitude of the output signals
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OUTP, OUTN increases, the first control circuit will decrease the

AGC gain. On the other hand, if the amplitude is between PkRef and

PkRef/2, the first control circuit will not charge capacitor 150.

while the second control circuit will discharge capacitor 150 and

force the AGC gain to increase: Missing pulses will desirably cause

no change to the AGC control voltages since neither cornparator will

be turned on. On the other hand, pulses below the threshold voltage

(PkRef/2) also will not cause the gain to increase, as neither

coii^>arator 120 or 130 will turn on.

In order to guarantee that the gain of the AGC circuit will

increase when the amplitudes of the output pulses are below the

threshold of comparator 130, a third "reset** control circuit is

preferably provided. As stated above, the third control circuit

includes two transistors 143 and 144, a current source 146, and a

capacitor 148. Transistor 143 has its gate coupled to the output of

coinparator 130, and its drain and source coupled in parallel with

capacitor 148 between current source 146 and ground • The source of

transistor 143 is also covipled to the gate of transistor 144 which

has its source and drain coupled in parallel with the source and

drain of transistor 134 of the second control circuit- With this

arrangement, the third control circuit essentially provides a reset

circuit which is triggered if the output voltage falls, for a

predetermined length of time, below the threshold which triggers the

second control circuit- In particular, when the comparator of the

second control circuit provides a positive output (i.e., the output

voltage is greater than the threshold) , transistor 143 turns on and

drains capacitor 148. As a result, transistor 144 is kept off and

the third control circuit does not iinpact the gain of AGC circuit

100. On the other hand, if the comparator 130 of the second control

circuit does not provide a positive output, transistor 143 is turned

off, and current source 146 increases the charge on the capacitor

148. The parameters of capacitor 148 are chosen such that if

cornparator 130 stays off beyond an ordinary amount of time (i-e,,

the maximvun length string of zeros expected in the data stream) , the

voltage on capacitor 148 will reach a value which turns on

transistor 144. since transistor 144 functions in the same manner

as transistor 134, when trajcisistor 144 is turned on, current is
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drained off of capacitor 150, thereby causing the AGC airtplifier to

boost its output. It should be appreciated that by providing

capacitor 148 with the capacity to charge up slowly, during normal

operation, the reset control circuit will not effect the gain of the

, system. In fact, a single pulse near the desired peak amplitude

should be sufficient to keep transistor 143 on long enough so that

all of the charge on capacitor 148 is carained.

With the provided data independent AGC circuit of the .

invention, the width of the pulses which charge and drain the

feedback capacitor 150 can be set to be an order of magnitude

shorter than the width of the data pulses. This allows a small

easily integrated capacitor to be used without causing excessive

amplitude modulation of the data pulses. If further filtering is

desired, an additional low pass filter {not shown) can be provided

at the output of the capacitor by providing a resistor (not shown)

between the capacitor 150 and the input to the AGC 112, and another

capacitor (not shown) between the resistor and ground.

Turning to Fig* 3, a block diagram of the prefeanred data •

independent AGC circuit of the invention as implemented is seen.

The implemented AGC circuit 200 basically includes an automatic gain

control block (agcjy) 212, an aji5>lifier (amp20db) 214, an automatic

gain control peak block (agcpeak) 225, an automatic gain control

(agcctrl) block 235, a bias circuit (cmopamp) 255, and an offset

control block (osctrl) 265. As will be appreciated by those skilled

in the art, the automatic gain control block 212 of Fig. 3

corresponds to the AGC an^lifier 112 of Fig. 2, and the amplifier

214 of Fig. 2 corresponds to the amplifier 114 of Fig. 2. The

agcpeak block 225 of Fig. 3 corresponds to comparators 120 and 130

of Fig, 2, as well as to the one shot 132 of Fig, 2. Circuit,

details of the agcpeak block 225 are attached hereto as page 1 of

i^endix A and show two comparators (datacQn5» as well as a one-shot

block (oneshot) , which are all standard circuits. It should be

appreciated that resistive elements in the agcpeak block 225 are

inqplemented in transistors as seen in Appendix A-1,
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agcctrl bloclc 235 includes ele^en.s of .t least the second

A tSrd control circuits of Fig. 2. including any capacxtxve

^irtf ciLit details of the agcctrl blodc 235 are attached
elements. Cxrcui

. capacitors and
hereto as page 2 of Appendix h, wnere i

resistors are preferably i^lemented. ixi transxstors.

The two elements of the AGC circuit 200 of Fig. 3 not

specifically shown in Pig, 2 are the bias circuit 255 and the offset

™i bJl. 265. The bias circuit 255 is provided xn orde^ to set

. the current in the circuit, and details thereof are set forth on

page 3 of i^pendix A. O^he offset control block 265 is provxded xn

order to limit the effect of element misntatcb in the other blocks,

and details thereof axe set forth on page 4 of Appendix A. Bl«nent

ugh of the offset control block, seen on page A.4 is further detaxled

on page S of Appendix A.

There has been described and illustrated herein a data

ind^dent AGC control circuit which is particularly useful xn

telecoirnnanication applications. While a particular embodinient has

been described herein, it is not intended that the in^rention be

lifted exactly thereto, as it is intended that the invention be

broad in scope as the art will allow. Thus, while a circuit was

provxded for a differential bipolar signal, it will be appreciated

that a similar circuit which siinply ties the positive inputs of

coinparators together could be utilized for single ended signals.

Also, vdiile a preferred threshold voltage for the second control

circuit was described, it will be appreciated that any threshold

voltage between the peak reference voltage and ground could be

utilized, in fact, by choosing an extremely low threshold voltage

which is just high enough to discri«dnate agaliist a zero, it mxgbt

be possible to elindnate the reset circuit. Further, it will be

appreciated that while certain circuitry was described as taexng

preferred for the control circuits, other circuitry could be

utilized. For exaiqple, instead of MOSFET transistors, other

transistors such as bipolar transistors and associated circuxtry or

conibinations of bipolar and MOSFET transistors (as seen xn the

Appendix A) could be utilized. Likewise, the comparators, one-shot,

current sources, etc. could be replaced with other circuitry which

• I
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pesrforms a similar function, and the detailed circuitry provided in

j^pendix K could be replaced with other suitable circuitry-

Further, it will be appreciated that while distinct control circuits

are described, and distinct blocks and circuitry are described, the

control circuits and blocks and circuitry are typically ^j««)lem«nted

as an integrated circuit, although they could be iinplemented as

discrete coB5)onents. Therefore, it should be apparent to those

skilled in the art that additional changes and modifications may be

made to the invention as described in the specification without

departing from the spirit and scqpe of the invention.
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I claim:

1 A data independent automatic gain control appaxatios which

amplifies an incoming data signal and provides an aniplified output

signal, comprising:

a) a first anplifier means with an adjustable gain and having a

data input which receives said incoming data signal, a control input

which controls said adjustable gain of said first afl4>lifier means,

and a data output;

b) charge storage means coupled to said control input of said

first amplifier means for supplying a control voltage to said

control input)

c) a first control circuit means coupled to said data output of

said first ait^plifier means and to said charge storage means, said

first control circuit means for changing the charge on said charge

storage means in a first direction when a voltage of said amplified

output signal exceeds a desired peak voltage level; and

d) a second control circuit means coupled to said data output of

said first ainplifier means and to said charge storage means, said

second control circuit means for changing the charge on said charge

storage means in a second direction whan said voltage of said

amplified output signal exceeds a predetermined threshold voltage

level, said predetermined threshold voltage level being set lower

than said desired peak voltage level and higher than ground,

wherein said automatic gain control apparatus provides an

output voltage which is substantially independent of the values of

said incoming data signal.

2. An apparatus according to claiia 1, fiurther comprising:

e) a third control circuit means coupled to said second control

circuit means and to said charge storage means, said third control

circuit means for changing the charge on said charge storage means

in said second direction when said voltage of said amplified output

signal falls below said threshold voltage level for a predetermined

length of time.
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3. An apparatus according to claim 1, further coinprising:

a second amplifier means having fixed gain, said second amplifier

means having a data input which receives said data output of said

first amplifier means, and an output which relates to said amplified

output signal, wherein

said first control circuit means and said second control,

circuit means are coupled to said data output of said first

ai^plifier means via said second amplifier means.

4. An apparatus according to claim 2, further comprising:

a second ainplifier means having fixed gain, said second amplifier

means having a data input which receives said data output of said

first amplifier means ^ and an output which relates to said amplified

output signal, wherein

said first control circuit means and said second control

circuit means are coupled to said data output of said first

amplifier means via said second anplifier means

-

5. An apparatus according to claim 1/ wherein:

said charge storage means con^prises a capacitor means.

6. ivn apparatus according to claim 1, wherein:

said first control circuit means includes a first coztparator

means which conpares said asplifled output signal and said desired

peak voltage level, a first transistor which is coupled to said

first comparator means and to said charge storage means, and a first

current source means coTipled to said first transistor, wherein said

first transistor an^- -lid first current soijirce means cause the

charge on said charge storage means to change in said first

direction when said first comparator means determines that said

axnplified output signal exceeds said desired peak voltage level.

7. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein:

said second control circuit means comprises a comparator means

which coitpares said aitplified output signal and said threshold

voltage level, a transistor which is coupled to said coicparator and

to said charge storage means, and a current source means coupled to

said transistor, wherein said transistor and current source means
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cause tbe charge on said charge storage ntean, co

^^^^

second direction when said coitaparator means deterndnes that said

aittplified output signal exceeds said threehoXd voltage level.

8. An apparatus according to claim .6. wherein:

said second control circuit means conrprises a second comparator

means which con«>ares said anplified output signal and said threshold

voltage level, a.second transistor which is coupled to said second

contparator means and to said charge storage means, and a second

current source means coupled to said second transistor, wherexn said

second transistor and second current source means cause the charge

on said charge storage means to change in said second direction when

said second comparator means determines that said amplified output

signal exceeds said threshold voltage level,

9. An apparatus according to claim 9, wherein:

said second control circuit means further coii5>rises a one-shot

circuit means coupled between said second comparator means and said

second transistor, said one-shot circuit means for providing a short

pulse to said second transistor when said second conparator means

indicates that said amplified output signal exceeds said threshold

voltage level.

10- An apparatus according to claim 7. wherein:

said second control circuit means further comprises a one-shot

circuit means coupled between said comparator means and said

transistor, said one-shot circuit means for providing a short pulse

to said transistor when said con^jarator means indicates that said

anolified output signal exceeds said threshold voltage level.

11. An apparatus according to claim 4, wherein:

said first control circuit means includes a first comparator

means which compares said amplified output signal and said desired

peak voltage level, a first transistor which is coupled to said

first conparator means and to said charge storage means, and a first

current source means coupled to said first transistor, wherein said

first transistor and said first current source means cause the

charge on said charge storage means to change in said first
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direction when said first comparator means determines that said

anplified output signal exceeds said desired pealc voltage level, and

said second control circuit means coinprises a second cons>arator

aieans which compares said aiiplifled output signal and said threshold

voltage level, a second transistor which is coupled to said second

coii5.arator means and to said charge storage means, and a second

current source means coupled to said second transistor, wherein said

second transistor and second current source means cause the charge

on said charge storage means to change in said second direction when

said second comparator means determines that said amplified output

signal exceeds said threshold voltage level.

12. An apparatus according to claim 11, wherein:

said second control circuit means further cconprises a one-shot

circuit means coupled between said second comparator means and said

second transistor, said one-shot circuit means for providing a short

pulse to said second transistor when said second conparator means

indicates that said an5>lified output signal exceeds said threshold

voltage level,

said charge storage means canoprises a capacitor means, and

said first transistor and first current source cause the charge

on said charge storage means to decrease when said first comparator

tneans determines that said amplified outj?ut signal exceeds said

desired peak voltage level, and

said second storage means and said said second current source

means cause the charge on said charge storage means to increase when

said second con$)arator means determloes that said aii©lified output

signal exceeds said threshold voltage level.

13. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein:

said threshold voltage level is approximately one-half said

desired peak voltage level,

14. An apparatus according to claim 10, wherein:

said threshold voltage level is approximately one-half said

desired peak voltage level.
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15. An apparatus according to claim 2, wherein:

said third control circuit means coinprises first and second

trazisistorS/ a current source means, and a second charge storage

means I said first transistor being coupled to said second control

circuit means « to said current source means , to said second charge

storage means ^ and to said second transistor, and said second

transistor being coupled to said first charge storage means.

16. An apparatus according to claim 15, wherein:

said third control circuit means is arranged such that said

first transistor causes said second charge storage means to

discharge when said second control circuit means is triggered, and

said current source means causes said second charge storage means to

charge up at a predetermined rate so as to turn on said second

transistor after said predetermined length of time if said second

control circuit means has not triggered and caused said first

transistor to discharge said second charge storage means.

17* An apparatus according to claim 8, wherein:

said third control circuit means conprises third and fouorth

transistors # a third current source means, and a second charge

storage means, said third transistor being coupled to an output of

said second comparator means of said second control circuit means,

to said third current source means, to said second charge storage

means, and to said fourth transistor, and said fourth transistor

being coupled to said first charge storage means and said second

current source means.

18- An apparatus according to claim 17, wherein;

said third control circuit means is arranged such that said

third transistor causes said second charge storage means to

discharge when said second control circuit means is triggered, and

said third current source means causes said second charge storage

means to charge up at a predetermined rate so as to turn on said

fourth transistor after said predetermined length of time if said

second control circuit means has not triggered and caused said third

transistor to discharge said second charge storage means.
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19 An apparatus according to claim 12, wherein:

said^hird control circuit .eans conpri.es third and fourth

transistors, a third current source means, and a second charge

st'Ige zneans, said third transistor being coupled to_an outpat of

said second coicparator means of said second control cxrcuit meaxxs,

to said third current source means, to said second charge storage

means, and to said fourth transistor, and said fourth transistor

being coupled to said first charge storage means and said second

current source means, and '

said third control circuit means is arranged such that saxd

third transistor causes said second charge storage means to

discharge when said second control circuit means is triggered, and

said third current source means causes said second charge storage

means to charge up at a predetermined rate so as to turn on said

fourth transistor after said predetermined length of time if said

second control circuit means has not triggered and caused said thxrd

transistor to discharge said second charge storage means.

20. An apparatus according to claim 19, wherein:

said incoming data signal is a differential signal, said

amplified output signal is a differential aitplified output signal,

said first control circuit means is coupled a first line of saxd

anplified output signal, and said second control circuit means is

coupled to a second line of said amplified output signal.

21. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein:
'

said incoming data signal is a differential signal, said

aic^lified output signal is a differential amplified output signal,

said first control circuit means is coupled a first line of said

airplified output signal, and said second control circuit means xs

coupled to a second line of said amplified output signal.
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